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On view in Elevator Lobbies, Floors 2–5

5th Floor
1.

Samara Davis. Two hanging plants with the symbol for woman between them

2.

Amy Sillman. A group of women, starting with a cave woman, and moving ahead historically,
standing in a line in chronological order, watching a woman jumping and stomping on what looks
to be household objects

3.

Faith Wilding. Four women’s heads together making a cloud formation with a feather coming down
from one woman’s hair

4.

Barbara Eichhorn. A woman in a karate uniform

5.

Barbara Eichhorn. A woman in a karate uniform

6.

Leidy Churchman. Penthesilea on a horse with a shield, and another rider next to her who looks like
a man

7.

MPA. Avenger bomb as a globe

8.

Louise Fishman. Three nude women dancing (à la Matisse)

9.

Linda Bilda. Two women with guns

10.

Jibz Cameron. A face with tongue hanging out: practice saying “sodomy” without flinching
(facsimile)

11.

Hans Scheirl. Mouth with two large teeth that fits into a large diamond shape. Vampire lesbians
of Sodom

12.

Elke Krystufek. A woman with several red lipstick “kiss” marks around her (facsimile)

13.

Iris Andraschek. A group of women of different colors, several lines of them, some holding hands,
one with arm around another, double women’s symbol (facsimile)

14.

Kathleen Hanna. A female figure, arms akimbo

15.

Marie-Therese Escribano. Three women standing up holding placards in the midst of a group of
seated people (facsimile)

16.

Pam Lins. Two women’s symbols lying flat on the ground next to one another

17.

Alhena Katsof. The “V” in love is an inverted triangle

18.

A. L. Steiner. Inverted triangle with flames on top of it

19.

Maria Gafarova. One woman going down on another

20.

Chris Castillo. Bart Simpson wearing “Silence=Death” T-shirt
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4th Floor
44.

Jonah Groeneboer. Two hands, one with a glove and pearl bracelet, holding up a disco ball

45.

Carola Dertnig. Five women in various yogalike poses (facsimile)

46.

Robert Bordo. A building

47.

Myriam Lanau. A vagina encircled by a chain and two whips plus handcuffs, one part of which
forms the O in “Outcasts”

48.

Lee Relvas. An outline of two women’s faces with one licking the other’s ear

49.

Wolfgang Mayer. Profiles of two faces with tongues touching

50.

Patricia Reschenbach. Two nude women with legs pointed out and holding rings so it looks like a
double women’s symbol

21.

Anni Viinikainen. Peace symbol, heart, and upside-down rainbow triangle

22.

Therese Roth. Inverted triangle with rooster

23.

JD Samson. ACT UP logo

24.

Georgia Syndey Lassner. A volcano with fire coming out of the top

25.

B. E. Wiest. Triangle (pointed down) (facsimile)

26.

Travis Boyer. Dancing triangles

27.

Adriana Minoliti. Abstract plus pink lips and stars and triangles

28.

Ricarda Denzer. Pink, black, and gray triangles (facsimile)

29.

Robin Hustle. Black & white hands reaching across a pink triangle

30.

Sadie Benning. Upside-down pink triangle

31.

Moyra Davey. A vase with dead flowers

32.

Linda Stillman. An iris (looks like a vagina) with strong roots

33.

Lily Benson. Flower that creates a vagina

34.

Zoe Leonard. An iris

35.

Malin Arnell. A plant growing, with labia and a clitoris in the center

36.

Emily Roysdon. A woman’s hand outlined balancing a round object on the back of her hand

37.

Onya Hogan-Finlay. Pile of naked women intertwined in sexual poses

38.

Monica Jane Peck. Two hands with fingers forming a triangle

39.

Julie Evanoff. A tree with two women’s hands growing from it, one hand holding a hammer and the
other setting a bird free

40.

Gabriela Santiago. A women’s symbol with a heart-shaped top, inside of which is a woman’s fist
holding paper money

41.

Michelle Dizon. Woman behind bars with hand raised in a fist

42.

Simone Bader. Woman with arm in the air with clenched fist (facsimile)

43.

Fiona Rukschcio. Three women sitting in the sun holding their left fists to their chests and women’s
symbols in their right hands
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3rd Floor
51.

Carrie Yamaoka. An Eygptian woman with a crown and multiple hands, each holding an object
(axe, saber, bell, flower, flag, bow and arrow), sitting on a tiger

52.

Joy Episalla. A double axe with a moon above it

53.

Kim Kelly. Two Amazons together on horseback with labryses all around (facsimile)

54.

Lucy Dodd. A woman’s face with a crown (or other headpiece) made of leaves with a torch-shaped
labrys in the center with a flower at the top and clouds around and sun rays from behind

55.

Erika Vogt. A woman on a field with a seed sack around her shoulders dropping seeds on
the ground

56.

Kate Huh. Mermaid with wings holding a labrys

57.

Michele Araujo. Motorcycle

58.

A.K. Burns. Company logos for SoHo Natural Soda, Casey’s Fire Island and Christopher
Street Financial

59.

Edie Fake. House with trees under a rainbow

60.

Adriana Minoliti. Pictures of nude women having sex (but only parts of the bodies are shown)

61.

Matthew Lutz-Kinoy. Rainbow flag

62.

Cauleen Smith. Prancing unicorn

63.

Guadalupe Rosales. Rainbow color burst (like fireworks)

64.

Math Bass. Two female figures, one behind the other, the back one holds the hair of the front one

65.

Jennifer Montgomery. A pomegranate cut open and a loaf of bread

66.

Chitra Ganesh. Two women in tropical dress (no tops) sitting in the middle of a clamshell, holding
tropical fruits with a palm tree behind them

67.

Lee Maida. Nude woman with long braids holding a bow (that surrounds her) and arrow (shaped
like lightning)

68.

K8 Hardy. A vagina shape

69.

Celeste Dupuy-Spencer. A naked woman riding a spiral graphic of some kind

70.

Nicole Eisenman. A woman in a police uniform holding a nightstick with a nail in it and standing
over a man lying on the ground

71.

Dean Daderko. Rat holding a champagne glass

72.

Jamie Chan. An apple transformed into a peach

73.

Johanna Kirsch. Cat (facsimile)
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2nd Floor
74.

R. H. Quaytman. A picture of a woman sitting at a desk, holding a quill pen, in front of an open
journal with books in the background

75.

Marget Long. Nude woman holding up the scales of justice

76.

Johanna and Mona Gustavsson. Female figures juggling moons and dancing

77.

Mitra Wakil. A drawing of Medusa (facsimile)

78.

Terrilynn Quick. Labia and vagina

79.

Sam Miller. Coyote heads in a circle, coyote howling

80.

Wynne Greenwood. Two faces surrounded by TV sets

81.

Keltie Ferris. An Amazon on horseback

82.

Taylor Davis. A lightning bolt going through the second “A” in Amazon

83.

Lisa Ulik. Feminine goddess-type woman with nipples and stomach unclothed, holding a moon

84.

Allyson Mitchell. A group of nude women, very curvy

85.

Gregg Bordowitz. A woman on a horse moving swiftly inside a rectangle

86.

Dawn Kasper. Designed as logo: dyke has Nike curve

87.

Leigh Ruple. A circle with lines going through it to suggest motion

88.

Fox Hysen. Ronald Reagan with DayGlo shocking pink eyes on AQ DayGlo chartreuse background
and word in pink

89.

Sowon Kwon. “Don’t Panic” logo

90.

B. E. Wiest. Coffin

91.

Mariah Garnett. A caricature of a woman with large breasts and wild hair inside a circle with words

92.

Marlene McCarty. Two naked women with torches lighting a stack of logs on fire, surrounded by a
circle of flames

93.

Nancy Brooks Brody. Many women’s symbols interlocked in a square pattern

94.

Jocelyn Davis. Different types of shoes (sandals, heels, boots), all black but two are pink

95.

Lovett & Codagnone. The two O’s in “sodomy” are joined and designed as handcuffs

96.

Amy Linton. Looks like piano keys

97.

Xylor Jane. Five cats; four pink, one black

98.

Cristina Gómez Barrio. Microphone (facsimile)

99.

Ginger Brooks Takahashi and Dana Bishop-Root. A graphic of the island of Lesbos with icons
depicting different sites and tourist activities

100.

Tara Mateik. Seahorse

101.

Michaela Mélian. Women’s symbol with center like a record on a turntable (facsimile)

102.

Katherine Hubbard. A needle stuck through a piece of fabric

103.

Ulrike Müller. Abstract design with clitoris in the center (facsimile)

104.

Shelly Silver. Woman in dress with work shoes on smoking a cigarette, holding a flügelhorn and
wearing a helmet sitting on a cloud

